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Stay in control of your cost per tonne. Here’s how.
Mining is a demanding business and the risk of cost blowouts are high and not unusual in the industry. A recent global
research found that as many as 69% of the mining projects studied faced cost overruns averaging 62%.* Accurate and timely
cost management is vital in avoiding costs ballooning out of control. This can be achieved by putting the right people,
systems and processes in place to monitor capital and operational expenditure.

Do these challenges sound familiar to you?

At Dyflex Solutions, many of our projects began with customers, much like
you, who want to stay in control of their cost per tonne but struggled with
situations, such as:

Book a
(No-Obligation)
Discovery
Session
Interested to find out how the
Dyflex Mining ByDesign
Package can get your mining
business up and running in 90
days or less?
Visit us at www.dyflex.com.au
to book a no-obligation
Discovery Session so we can
help you uncover your
requirements and how we can
best support you.

We don’t have an IT team or IT
internal resources and we don’t
have time to build one. Our
priority lies in the development
of our mining assets. We don’t
want to worry about building
and maintaining an IT
infrastructure and
servers.

We use spreadsheets and
various software to manage our
finances, tenement reporting,
and other processes. Reporting
is tedious as the information sits
in different systems. Accuracy is
another big issue because
of human error and
duplicate data.

We manage
We need a system
several mines so
that works for us
we need to get an
now and one
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which we can
entire company
scale easily when
and still be able to
our transaction
zoom in on
volume
each project
increases.
at any
Our team is not desk bound.
time.
They spend a lot of time out in the
field. They need be able to access accurate
real-time data on-the-go using their mobile
devices.

Having successfully deployed SAP ERP technology solutions for over 20
mining businesses in just 3 years, we are familiar with the common
challenges faced by the industry. Our experience in mining motivated us to
develop the Dyflex Mining ByDesign Package – an affordable and modern
technology solution package designed to help mining organisations get
ready for action in 90 days or less.

*Source: EY Business risks facing mining and metals 2015 - 2016

Experience the Dyflex difference.

Dyflex Mining ByDesign Package

Hit the Ground Running with Dyflex
The Dyflex Mining ByDesign Package, powered by SAP Business ByDesign, is a
single cloud-based business management suite customised for mining businesses. It
includes the essential modules, content and functionality a mining company needs.
With a proven track record amongst Australian miners, here’s what you can expect
from the Dyflex Mining ByDesign Package:

The Dyflex Mining
ByDesign Package is
perfect for your
business if you are:
• A junior miner with
20 to 500
employees;
• A mining start-up
organisation;
• An established junior
miner looking for a
modern ERP solution;
• Looking for ways to
reduce ongoing IT
infrastructure and
support costs;
• Planning to adopt
best practice
business processes

Pre-configured mining content
The package comes with robust and
documented mining processes
incorporating Financial management,
Project Costing, Tenement Management
and Supply Chain Management. Our
end-to-end processes have been
developed from our years of experience
working with mining companies to help
you save time and hit the ground
running;
Mining industry experts
A local implementation and support
team from Dyflex Solutions, well-versed
with the mining industry’s unique
challenges will closely work with you;
Real-time financial data anytime,
anywhere
Ready access to a 360° view of your
company’s financials and numbers such
as time spent on jobs, purchase order
status and cash position in real-time
whether you are in the office or out in
the field;

No huge IT commitments
SAP Business ByDesign is a
cloud-based ERP solution which means
you don’t need to commit to any
in-house IT or IT infrastructure and there
are no large upfront costs required for
hardware or software;
Better visibility, more insights
Enjoy transparency across your value
chain to support you in project costing,
budgeting, forecasting, consolidation,
project management and regulatory
compliance;
Engineered to scale capabilities
SAP Business ByDesign is engineered
to scale and will evolve according to
your needs. Whether you plan to
increase the number of processes,
users or geography now or in the future,
the system has the breadth and the
flexibility to scale quickly and
effortlessly.

Experience the Dyflex difference today.
At Dyflex Solutions, we know that ERP deployment for a mining organisation need to be on time and on budget and we
understand the importance of getting it right first time. The Dyflex Mining ByDesign Package is a fixed price package with a
predictable outcome and deployment schedule.
Experience the Dyflex difference today. Visit us at www.dyflex.com.au to book a no-obligation Discovery Session.
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Contact Us
For more information or questions, please contact:
sales@dyflex.com.au | (08) 9485 1328
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